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Abstract 

There is a shortcoming in reversible  data-hiding  algorithm  in  encrypted  images, it 

is the low capacity. we put forward a new algorithm oriented security application in cloud 

computing, in the new algorithm of reversible  data-hiding  algorithm  in  encrypted 

image, we bring in cloud computing service and singular  value  decomposition based on 

matrix. Using the powerful computing and storage capacity, compute the singular value 

decomposition of some selected bit planes of the encrypted image, and store the recovery 

dictionary that generated in this process, in the end ,we directly embed the information 

into the singular value matrix. Experimental results show that under the premise of 

ensured image privacy security and higher image fidelity, the embedding capacity has 

been significantly improved, and the image can be fully recovered after information 

extraction. In the same time, the processes of information extraction and image 

restoration are separable. Compared with other algorithms, it has higher embedding 

capacity. 
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1. Introduction 

The information hiding technology which embedded some secret information into plain 

image directly usually by modifying the image pixel values, such as the literature
[1]

.But in 

some cases, the owner of the image in order to guarantee the privacy of the image, need to 

encrypt the image, and the one who want to hide information into the encrypt image need 

to encrypt the image information in the case of without knowing the original image 

content. The receiver received the cipher text image that including embedded information, 

he can extract information and restore the original image. Therefore, we need to research 

the scheme of information hiding in encryption image .Literature
[2] 

based on the 

correlation of natural image pixels, embed 1 bit by modifying a part of the least 

significant bit (LSB) of encryption  image. Literature
[3]

 enhance the extraction and 

recovery rate by improving the recovery algorithm of literature
[2]

. Literature 
[4]

 data hiding 

ones compress the encryption image, get a sparse space, used to embed data. Literature 
[5] 

and 
[6]

 consider the effect is not good that hide information of the cipher text whit bigger 

entropy, compare to the method of deal with the plaintext first and hide the cryptographic 

cipher text second. Literature
[7] 

in order to hide information, modifies the traditional 

histogram translation algorithm, and applied it in difference domain of cipher image. But 

the algorithms above all have smaller capacity of embedding information, or cannot meet 

the needs of cloud computing security applications. 
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2. Related Work 

Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) is a kind of numerical techniques to diagonalize 

matrix, from the perspective of image processing, it can show the image of the inner 

algebraic properties. Matrix singular value of image as very good stability, when image is 

applied small perturbation, the singular value does not have obvious changes 
[8]

, 

therefore, singular value decomposition has wide application in digital watermarking. In 

order to resist common attacks, literature 
[9]

 proposed a better robustness color image 

watermarking scheme based on SVD. Literature 
[10]

 combine the DWT and SVD, 

proposed a adaptive algorithm for color image, it coordinate the transparency and 

robustness of watermarking system. In order to improve the watermark robustness, the 

literature 
[11]

 based on DWT and SVD and Fibonacci transformation, presents a robust 

color image blind watermarking algorithm. Literature 
[12] 

proposes a color image 

watermarking algorithm combined with biorthogonal lifting wavelet and SVD, and make 

the blind watermark image inspection become true. SVD has many applications for gray 

image also, Literature
[13]

 in view of the current watermarking contradiction problem 

between robustness and transparency, proposed a adaptive robust watermarking algorithm 

based on singular value transform and wavelet packet decomposition. Literature 
[14]

 under 

the framework of compression perception, studied the image sparse representation by 

SVD as a basal, shortening the time of image reconstruction effectively. To solve the 

problem of high false alarm rate, the literature 
[15]

 proposed a multiple watermarking 

algorithm using the singular value to adjust the original image non-subsample coefficient 

matrix of Contourlet region remaining subband. 

Assuming the integer matrix M is a rr  order matrix, and ]7,0[M , Just is the after 

three of a gray image, SVD of the M : 

TVUM                                                                                                                      (1) 

Where U  is rr order unitary matrix,  is positive semidefinite   order diagonal 

matrix, and 
TV , the Conjugate transpose of V ,is rr order unitary matrix. The diagonal 

elements in  are singular value of M ,that is ),,( 21 rdiag   . 

The singular values ]),1[(i ri we get from formula (1) are the Compression results 

we need. Original matrix from rr order matrix change into 1r vector. M  is a integer 

matrix, but the values of   are not integer, it need to round into integer. 

)('  round                                                                                                                 (2) 

From 
' ,U  and 

TV ,we can recover the matrix 
'M , that is : 

'' MVU T                                                                                                                   (3) 

'
, so MM '

,during the period of SVD, the value precision of U ,
TV  and 

  can be reach 
3-10 . Round the singular value matrix   we get the 

' , use 
' and 
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unitary matrix U ,
TV ,reconstitute matrix 

'M .under the condition of the precision is 

integer 1, the MM '
can be further refined (The matrix element value range[0,7]). 

Use 20 images of 512  512 from the image library 
[16]

(experiment with plain image and 

cipher image respectively) , Take out after three LSB plane convert into integer matrix, 

block with  size, each 512  512 image includes 16384 matrix, 20 images totally have the 

matrix number is  ,after the experiment we get  a conclusion (plain image represents 

the property of various kinds of natural images, and cipher image, contains property of 

random matrix): 

(4) 

Due to the higher precision characteristic of SVD, we consider use it into information 

hiding  of Encryption image, here propose a cipher image domain information hiding 

scheme based on cloud computing and SVD.  Some bit plane of cipher image carry out 

SVD is implemented in the cloud, and store the recover dictionary and ,the information 

hidden ones embed the data into original bit plane to hide information. 

 

3. Proposed Reversible Data-hiding Algorithm  

 

3.1. Image Encryption 

In the sending side, the image I with size need to process, its pixel gray value range is, 

denote 8 bit of a pixel in coordinate : 

(5) 

In order to encrypt image, we use the secret key of to generate pseudorandom sequence 

S with length of: 

(6) 

Use the bits of I and the bits of pseudo random sequence to carry on xor operation,: 

(7) 

Turn  into decimal express, get the encryption image: 

(8) 

The sending side sends to information hider by channel. Information hider has no 

secret key of, he cannot recover the original image, guarantee the privacy of the image. 

 

Figure 1. Encryption Processing 
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3.2. Data Embedding 

Firstly, information hider divided the cipher image into n layers LSB-planes and m 

layers MSB-planes (n can be 3, 2, 1), secondly, send n layers LSB-planes to the cloud, by 

getting these data from cipher image, they need not encrypt again. The rest of m layers 

MSB-planes reserve to combine with next processing results. 

The cloud side receive the n layers LSB-planes and block them ,each block size 

is .when n is 3, get the 3 layers LSB-planes of corresponding block ,turn them into 

decimal number from 1 to 7,and we get a  integer matrix called ,next, perform SVD for  . 

The  are the recovery dictionary for recover the original cipher matrix (the elements value 

in matrix are decimals in interval(-1,1)),they saved in cloud side. We know these two 

dictionary are used to recover ciphertext, and there have no secret key of, original image 

cannot recover in here, so, it is not necessary to encrypt the two dictionary. 

The singular value matrix is diagonal matrix, compare with the matrix, have many 0 

value elements, these element can be used to embed data. In order to keep the elements of  

are integer and can turn into binary bits, round the element of  ,then get the matrix ,save 

the four values of matrix  .next , process all the blocks in the same way, and save all the 

recover dictionary to the cloud side orderly, the singular values, on another hand send to 

the information hider. Only have the singular values, without have secret key of, one 

cannot recover original image , so, the singular values are need not encrypt again either. 

 

Figure 2. Process of Embed Information 

Information hider receive all the singular values, for each  ciphertext block, only 4 

singular values are saved, its equal to compress 3 bits LSB 16=48bits of ciphertext 

block ,the rest position can be used to embed information. According by statistics, when 

block size is ,use 3 layer LSB-planes, the value  will be no more than 28, it can be 

expressed by 5 bits, the value  will be no more than 15, it can be expressed by 4 bits, the 

value  will be no more than 15, it can be expressed by 4 bits, the value  will be no more 

than 7, it can be expressed by 3 bits, totally we use 5+4+4+3=16 bits, the rest 48-16=32 

bits can be used to embed information(corresponding to the first row of data in Table 3). 

Embedding capacity is  matrix bits minus 4 singular values occupy bits. 

For condition of the block size are  and, We keep 8 and 16 singular value respectively. 

Due to the singular value matrix is a diagonal matrix, there are a large number of value of 

0 elements, and we can use these elements to embed information. When block size is, 3 

layers LSB-planes of each block have  bits, we save these 8 singular value need occupy 

32 bits (estimate the bit occupation by experiment to statistics the biggest value of this 

eight singular value), the rest bits, can be used to embed information (corresponding to 

the second row of data in table 3). When block size is, 3 layers LSB-planes of each block 

have  bits, we save these 16 singular value need occupy 65 bits, the rest bits , can be used 

to embed information(corresponding to the third row of data in Table 3). And it is similar 

to deal with the 1 layer LSB and 2 layers LSB. 
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Table 1 to 3 show the relationship between different block size and different 

information length when we choose the layer of LSB-planes is 1, 2 and 3. 

Table 1. Embedding Capacity when Choose 1 Layer bit Plane (bit) 

Block size Embedding capacity 

 9 

 50 

 225 

Table 2. Embedding Capacity when Choose 2 Layer bit Plane (bit) 

Block size Embedding capacity 

 20 

 105 

 464 

Table 3. Embedding Capacity when Choose 3 Layer bit Plane (bit) 

Block size Embedding capacity 

 32 

 160 

 703 

This scheme is directly process the bit of cipher, therefore, for all the gray image ,if the 

block size and layer of bit are fixed, the length of the embedded information is the same。 

Information hider convert singular value of the current block into binary bit 

sequence(16 bits), combine with each embedding information(here we choose 32 bits), 

then we get the 3 layers LSB-planes, use the embedded secret key  to scramble(Arnold 

scrambling
[17]

) all the bit layer. Next, information hider combines the each new 3 layers 

LSB-planes and 5 layers MSB-planes of the original location of block get a new 

embedded information block. Merged all the embedded information block and get a new 

cipher image with embedded information, and send it to receiver. 

 

3.3. Data Extraction and Image Restoration 

The receivers, according to the different authority (different number of secret keys) has 

different operation: 
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Case 1: Receiver only has decryption key, can be directly decrypt image. Use the 

cipher image with embedded information and secret key, the decryption image can be 

obtained. And although we modify part of bit plane of cipher image to get the, the recover 

image still include vast majority of the original image I. From Figurer 6(c) we can 

observe that the visual difference can ignore compare with original image (Figure 6(a)). 

 

Figure 3. The Extraction and Recovery Process 

Case 2: Receiver only has decryption key, can be directly extract the information. First, 

block the cipher image, then from the present block , get 3 layers LSB-planes and convert 

to binary sequence. There're a total of 48 bits in this case, inverse scrambling according to 

embedding key. Take out the corresponding 32-bit hidden information bits, repeat 

operation for all block, and get all the embedded information. 

Case 3: The receiver has embedding and decryption keys simultaneously, can extract 

information and recover the original image. First, block the cipher image, then from the 

present block, get 3 layers LSB-planes. According to the embedded key, extract 16 bits 

singular value of the 3 layers LSB-planes of original cipher and the embedding 32 bits 

information. Convert these 16 bits data into integer singular value matrix and send it to 

the cloud side. 

The cloud side use the, and , execute singular value reverse decomposition, , and is the 

decimal matrix of the current cipher block . convert  to the 3 layer LSB-planes of current 

cipher block, repeat the operation for all the block, then the  3 layers LSB-planes of the 

original cipher text image can be gotten. Here we got the 3 layers LSB-planes are part of 

the encrypted cipher image, there has no secret key in the cloud side, and original image 

cannot recover so, need not encryption for these data here. Next, send the result to 

receiver and combine with the rest of 5 layers MSB-planes, can accurately recover the 

original cipher images. the receiver use the encrypted key of  ,finally recover the original 

image. 
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Figure 4. The Third Kind of Circumstance 

4. Experiments and Analysis 

 

4.1. Experiment Results 

We choose 4 gray images with size as the test image, they are shown in Figure 5, and 

we finish the simulation experiment by matlab2012. 

(a) Lena                                                      (b) baboon 
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(c) boat                                                  (d) barbara 

Figure 5.  Four Standard Test Images 

Take the Lena image as example, the result is shown in Figure 6, (a) is the original 

image of Lena, (b) is encryption image, (c) is the decrypted image in the case of  block 

size and including 1 layer bit embedding information, PSNR value is  51.2132dB, (d) is 

the decrypted image in the case of  block size and including 2 layers bit embedding 

information, PSNR value is  44.1732dB, (e) is the decrypted image in the case of  block 

size and including 3 layers bit embedding information, PSNR value is  37.9493dB, is the 

recover image after extracting information. 

 

(a) Lena original image              (b) Encryption image           (c) with 1 layer information 

 

(d) With 2 layers information   (e) with 3 layers information              (f) recover image 

Figure 6. Different Stages Lena Image 
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Generally, when the PSNR value is more than 39dB, the image has Good visual effect. 

We choose 1 layer, 2 layers, 3 layers to embed information, PSNR average values in 

sequence are 51dB, 44dB, 38dB. As the Figure 6 shows, the scheme we proposed can 

keep the visual characteristics of the original image, and meet the requirements of visual 

invisibility for embedded information as well. 

Compare the scheme we proposed with scheme [4], [5] and [6], the embedding rate 

(bpp) and corresponding PSNR changes use 4 test images are shown in Fig 7, from the 

diagram we can see that with the increase of embedding rate, the PSNR value will be 

significantly lower, by the time the embedding rate is close to 0.5,PSNR value of  

scheme
[5]

 is lower than 40dB(embedding rate of scheme 
[4]

and 
[5]

 cannot reach to 0.5), but 

the PSNR value of scheme we proposed is about 51dB. The reason is we can use the 

restore dictionary  which store in the cloud side to refactoring cipher text image, when we 

embed information, we can  embedded only choose the least significant bit LSB of cipher 

image. So in guarantee of embedding capacity increases do not causing PSNR value 

decreased obviously at the same time.  

(a) Lena                                                                     (b) baboon 

 

(c) boat                                                                             (d) barbara 

Figure 7. Our Scheme Embedding Rate and the Corresponding PSNR 

Compared with Other Solutions 

The embedding capacity of our scheme is  bits when we choose the 1 layer plane and  

block size, with the layer and the block size growth, the embedding capacity will growth 

either, the top embedding capacity can reach  bits, but at the same time , the PSNR value 

decline. 

The cipher image information hiding scheme at present [2-6] exist three problems (1) 

cannot guarantee a complete recovery; (2) with the increasing of embedding capacity, 

PSNR will fell sharply, embedding capacity is lower. Experimental results show that our 

scheme will not lead to PSNR decreases obviously when increase the embedding capacity, 
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and when the embedding rate is larger than 0.5, PSNR is significantly higher than the 

other schemes. Meanwhile, our scheme can choose different block size and different layer 

plane, so we can adjust the embedding capacity flexibility. 

 

4.2. Security Analysis 

For the first case, the receiver only has encryption key of, can only recover the main 

information of image, the receiver has no embedding key, so cannot extract the 

embedding information, and cannot recover original image. For the second case, receiver 

has only embedding key of, can only extract the embedding information, and cannot 

recover the main information of original image. For the first case, the receiver use the 

embedding key to extract the embedding information, and send the recover SVD to the 

cloud side to get the after three LSB-planes, then combine with the 5 layers of MSB – 

planes, finally recover the  original image use the encryption key of . Therefore, the 

original image recovery is controlled together by encryption key and embedding key, the 

recovery of image and information extraction can be separated. 

 

5. Conclusion 

Based on SVD, this paper presents a cloud computing security application oriented 

reversible image cipher domain information hiding scheme. Compared with literature [4-

6], the embedding capacity has increased significantly, and it is separable for the 

extraction of embedded information and recover image, it has a certain practical meaning. 

And because of the Information hider and the cloud, the receiver and the cloud, are only 

related to the original cipher image, and the cloud cannot obtain encryption keys, so the 

image content of privacy can be guaranteed. 
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